Level D - Form 1 - Language: Usage
Sample Question A
Choose the word or phrase that best
completes the sentence.
Does

plan to go?
A he
B him
C his
D he’s

Sample Question B
Choose the sentence that is written correctly.
A They was late.
B She ran very slow.
C They’re train was late.
D I’m not going to the lake.

Sample Question C
Read the passage and choose the answer that
is written correctly for the underlined part.
Before you buy a car, decide how much you
can spend. Get information about the models
you is interested in.
A you are
B you was
C you be
D Correct as it is

Level D - Form 1 - Language: Usage
For Numbers 1 through 3, choose the word or phrase that best completes the sentence.
will attend the meeting.

1.

A I and her

3. I think this was the
life.

B He and me

A better

C She and I

B great

D I and he

C good

day of my

D best
2.

girls are the ones who found
Ryan for me.
F This
G That
H Them
J Those
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For Numbers 4 through 6, choose the answer that is written correctly and shows the
correct capitalization and punctuation.
4.

F Donald carries the loudest radio.
G The world is a well place without
crime.
H That was the better club I ever
attended.
J Hot rod fans have more faster cars.

5.

A Tia and Diedra walking to school
every day.
B Elderly people saying “Life is
difficult.”
C Football players loving the game they
play.
D Wilma makes cheesecake on Fridays.
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F Patrice isn’t feeling good, so she went
home early.
G I hired you because I’m certain you
will do a well job.
H This soup is very good, but it’s a bit
salty.
J I don’t know her good, but she seems
nice.

For Numbers 7 through 11, read the letter to the editor and look at the numbered, underlined
parts. Choose the answer that is written correctly for each underlined part.
July 20, 2005

(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)

7.

8.

9.

Dear Editor,
Mitchelsville is a fine city, but it has a problem with litter. There has always
been trash on our streets, but I think I has seen more litter lying around lately than
ever before. I can't remember the last time Washington Boulevard looked clean. Just
last summer, on the Fourth of July, 200 pounds of food and paper was dropped on
the ground in Jefferson Park. It took busily city employees nearly two weeks to clean
up all the trash. Now really, should the city be responsible for cleaning up our old
candy wrappers and soda cans? We are all capable of picking up after us. We do so
in our own homes, and it's time we started doing it in public as well. Mitchelsville
will be a truly beautiful city if we all do our part to keep it clean.
Sincerely,
Save the City Members

A have seen

10.

F after we.

B will seen

G after themselves.

C has saw

H after ourselves.

D Correct as it is

J Correct as it is

F is dropped

11.

A is

G were dropped

B was

H will drop

C has been

J Correct as it is

D Correct as it is

A most busiest
B more busy
C busy
D Correct as it is
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For Numbers 12 through 17, read the passage and look at the numbered, underlined parts.
Choose the answer that is written correctly for each underlined part.
(12)
One of the best newer services that home improvement
(13) stores frequently offer is a variety of “how-to” classes that are
(14) held in the store. People can sign up and came in and have
(15) lightly refreshments while they learn about faux painting techniques

or how to repair basic plumbing problems. The classes are open
(16) to anyone, and they are freed. The idea is that consumers will learn

something new as well as develop a good relationship with the
employees at the store. The store hopes the customers will return
(17) soon when he wants to buy something.
12.

13.

14.

4

F best new

15.

A light

G more better

B lighter

H better newest

C lightest

J Correct as it is

D Correct as it is

A frequent

16.

F free.

B more frequently

G frees.

C most frequently

H freely.

D Correct as it is

J Correct as it is

F comed

17.

A it wants

G camed

B they want

H come

C he or she want

J Correct as it is

D Correct as it is
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For Numbers 18 through 20, read the letter and look at the numbered, underlined parts.
Choose the answer that is written correctly for each underlined part.
December 20, 2005
Dear Friends,
Thomas and I have some very good news to report this year. Thomas is about
(18) to earn his high school diploma! He is working on it for almost five years now.
(19) He passing the GED this fall, and he will have an official graduation in January. All
of you are invited. Please help us celebrate!
(20)
I'm doing well except for back problems. My doctor says they shouldn't get no
worse, and I'm thankful for that. Happy holidays, everyone!
Love,

Sharon
18.

19.

F He was working on it

20.

F them shouldn’t get no worse,

G He will work on it

G they shouldn’t get any worse,

H He has been working on it

H they shouldn’t get no worse,

J Correct as it is

J Correct as it is

A He passed the GED
B He past the GED
C He pass the GED
D Correct as it is
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